HIGHLIGHTS
TAIPEI

• Shihlin Night Market
• Shi Fen Old Street
• Chiufen • Taipei 101
• Da Dao Cheng Old Street
• Ximending

HUALIEN

• Qi Xing Lake
• Taroko National Park

TAITUNG

• Mr Brown Avenue (Bike Experience)
• 5*Hot Spring Hotel

KAOHSIUNG

• Fong Yi Tutorial Academy
• Wei Wu Ying Painted Community
• Qi Jing Island

NANTOU

• Sun Moon Lake by Cruise
• Ji Ji Old Street • Wen Wu Temple
• Stay 5*Hotel @ Sun Moon Lake

TAICHUNG

• Feng Jia Night Market
• Rainbow Village
• MISO Brewing Cultural Centre
Enjoy a Leisurely Ride on Taiwan
High Speed Rail to Taipei.
Enjoy a Scenic Train Ride Along the
East Coast.

MEALS
• 7 Breakfasts / 5 Lunches / 4 Dinners

ACCOMMODATION
• Stay 5* Hotels

8D Wonderful Taiwan
(TWSS8)

DAY 1

Singapore ✈ Taoyuan
Airport - Taipei

- Meal on Board Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport and
begin your holiday with a pleasant ﬂight to
Taiwan. Enjoy a High Speed Rail Ride from
Taoyuan to Taipei. Upon arrival, proceed to
Taipei’s most popular Shilin Night Market and
enjoy an evening of shopping and tasting of
delicious local snacks.

DAY 2

Taipei - Yilan - Hualien

- Breakfast, Dinner: Aboriginal Cuisine After breakfast, visit the famous Shifen Old
Street, where you can make your wish upon the
sky lantern at your own expenses (Subject to
weather conditions). Continue to Chiufen, a
prosperous hillside village with many tea
houses and shops selling traditional souvenirs
and local snacks. Thereafter, travel to Hualien
by Train. Next, proceed to a starshaped lake
terrain - Qi Xing Lake where visitors can have a
wonderful stargazing by the sea experience.

DAY 3

Hualien - Taitung

- Breakfast, Lunch: Linzhi Specialty Cuisine,
Dinner After breakfast, visit one of the country’s top
destinations Taroko National Park to admire
various geological marvels such as swallow
Grotto (Tourists are required to wear hard hats)
and Changchun Shrine. Next, visit Lingzhi
Centre. Thereafter, visit Taitung Mr Brown
Avenue where the picturesque vast tracts of
rice ﬁelds and blue skies are responsible for
producing the most prized rice in Taiwan. You
will have your Bike Experience here. (Two
person will be sharing one bicycle). Tonight,
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indulge and relax with your stay at Taitung 5*
Hot Spring Resort.

Note: Please bring your own swimwear & cap.

DAY 4

Taitung - Kaohsiung

- Breakfast, Lunch: New Taiwan Cuisine,
Dinner: Taiwanese Cuisine After breakfast, transfer to Kaohsiung Feng Yi
Tutorial Academy. It is the largest in the Qing
Dynasty. The ancient Qingyuan Academy covers
a wide area. The cute characters and
landscaping once again reproduce the
humanities of the old school. Here, in addition
to being able to take photos with the
big-headed dolls, you can experience the Qing
Dynasty ofﬁcial uniforms. Next, visit Pearl
Culture Centre. Thereafter, proceed to Wei Wu
Ying Painted Community. You can enjoy many
large-scale paintings together. The highest one
even reaches the height of the 13th ﬂoor.
Re-spray the bright colors of the old and old
community to attract tourists to take photos and
punch cards. Thereafter, we will go to the Qijing
Island. It’s a very exciting place to visit. Some of
the attractions within the island are Cihou
Lighthouse, Cihou Fort etc.
Note: If Fong Yi Tutorial Academy is not available, it will be
replaced by Hong Mao Gang Cultural Park.

DAY 5

Kaohsiung - Nantou

- Breakfast, Lunch: Chicken Cuisine, Dinner:
Hotel Buffet After breakfast, proceed to explore Nantou Ji Ji
Old Street. It’s a simple old railway station built
with wood, located in countryside small town,
which had attracted many visitors and
photographers to its unique beautiful heritage
that serves as a perfect outdoor backdrop. We
will head to Sun Moon Lake. Enjoy a short
cruise around the lake (Subject to weather
conditions). Next, visit Wen Wu Temple.
Tonight, check in to 5* Fleur de Chine Sun

Moon Lake Hot Spring Hotel and have an
exquisite buffet dinner in the hotel.
Note: During any major events, Fleur de Chine Sun Moon
Lake Hot Spring hotel is not available it will change to same
category.

DAY 6

Nantou - Taichung

- Breakfast, Lunch: Shaozu Cuisine This morning, we will visit the Aboriginal
Products shop before going to Taichung
Rainbow Village. A colorful and interesting
painted roadway with colorful animation. Next,
visit Miso Brewing Cultural Center which is
about 70 years old. Here you can learn about
the culture, the variety, the way of eating, and
method of making. Currently, there is a Miso
DIY where you can experience the fun of food
brewing. In the evening, we will go to Feng Jia
Night Market for a wonderful time shopping
and bargaining for accessories, clothes and etc.

DAY 7

Taichung - Taipei

- Breakfast, Lunch: Hanlai Harbour City
Seafood Buffet Parkway After breakfast, we will visit the Taipei’s tallest
skyscraper-Taipei 101 World Building (viewing
gallery ticket at own expense). Stop at Tian-Lu
Arts Center before going for lunch. A special
lunch arrangement at Hanlai Harbour City
Seafood Buffet Parkway. It is the most popular
buffet restaurant in Taiwan. Famous for rich
seafood dishes, exquisite meals and fresh
ingredients. Next, journey to Da Dao Cheng
Street, where many old buildings had turned
into design boutiques and cool cafes. Step into
the historical lands of the surrounding area and
get a taste of the traditional snacks along the
streets. Tonight, immerse yourself in the vibrant
ambience at Ximending.

DAY 8

Taipei - Taoyuan Airport ✈
Singapore

- Breakfast In the morning, if time permits, enjoy
last-minute shopping. Then you will be
transferred to the airport for the ﬂight back to
Singapore. We hope that you had a memorable
vacation with ASA Holidays.

Note: If Miso Brewing Cultural Center is closed, it will be
replaced by Taiwan Balloons Museum (DIY balloons).

Note:
1. In the event of local religious festivals, unforeseen circumstances and/or bad weather
conditions, the sequence of the itinerary may be changed or altered. Alternative attractions
will be substituted without prior notice and/or at short notice in order to ensure a smoother
journey and tour.
2. All bookings will be subjected to terms and conditions as stipulated in this brochure.
3. Admission and entrance ticket will be included when specified.
4. Minimum group size of 16 passengers is required for a confirmed departure. Group size of
15 and below will solely be at the discretion of ASA Holidays and passengers need to accept
the arrangement.
5. Tour is conducted in Mandarin.

6. All hotel ratings are based on local standards. In the event that accommodation in the stated
hotel is unavailable, it will be replaced by another hotel of similar standards.
7. During major events, accommodation may not be in the city mentioned
8. ASA Holidays recommends you to buy travel insurance for your travel to ensure coverage.
9. All flights are subject to change without prior notice
10. In the event of discrepancies between English and Chinese itinerary, please refer to Chinese
version.
11. Room types are based on run of the house and allocated by respective hotels. ASA Holidays
will not be responsible for the differences of the room allocated.
12. Participation of optional tours will be at passengers’ own choice and expenses.
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